The UAF Faculty Senate passed the following at Meeting #173 on March 7, 2011:

**MOTION:**

The UAF Faculty Senate moves to allow a foreign language test exemption and Core credit waiver for qualifying foreign students entering UAF via a formal transfer or articulation agreement as specified below, by adding the following UAF Catalog statement on page 40, as indicated:

Effective: Fall 2011

Rationale: The UAF Core allows students who have studied a foreign language for two semesters or more to substitute such study for six credits of courses from the Perspectives on the Human Condition portion of the Core. Current Faculty Senate policy allows undergraduate students transferring from other universities to transfer such credit if it is earned at the university level.

---

**APPROVAL:**

Chancellor’s Office

**DATE:** 29 Mar 2011

---

**DISAPPROVED:**

Chancellor’s Office

**DATE:**

---

*CAPS and BOLDED - Addition

[[ ]] – Deletion

After the “Credit for Language Testing” section on page 40 of the 2010-2011 UAF Catalog, and before the “DANTES-DSST (Standardized Subject Test),” enter:

* LANGUAGE TEST EXEMPTION/CORE CREDIT WAIVER – INTERNATIONAL ARTICULATION AGREEMENTS

STUDENTS WHO ARE SPEAKERS OF NON-ENGLISH LANGUAGES TRANSFERRING FROM FOREIGN PARTNER UNIVERSITIES TO UAF ARE EXEMPTED FROM TAKING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEST TO DEMONSTRATE FLUENCY IN THAT LANGUAGE. THE “LANGUAGE EXEMPTION/CORE CREDIT WAIVER” FORM SHOULD BE FILLED OUT
AND FILED WITH THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND THE REGISTRAR. UPON APPROVAL, THE STUDENT WOULD HAVE SIX CREDITS OF CORE PERSPECTIVES ON THE HUMAN CONDITION WAIVED.

NOTE: THIS APPLIES ONLY TO STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN FORMALIZED ARTICULATION AGREEMENTS ESTABLISHED BETWEEN UAF AND PARTNER INSTITUTIONS.